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Dear Reader,

This is a hard book to write and to lay bare to the public.  

JPpower sued ABC Solar Japan KK with the first day in Japanese court on July 27, 2015.  The next 
hearing is December 15, 2016.

I am presenting all of the documents and evidence filed with the Japanese court in this case.  Both 
Japanese language and my lawyers translations will appear.  The Table of contents on the next pages 
are the guide to each document.  

There is a lot to learn about the Japanese court system in this book.  I will do my best to present navi-
gation points for foreigners doing business in Japan. 

My company and extreme effort of ABC Solar Japan KK is about to be adjudicated in Japanese court.  
The outcome will determine the life or death of this venture.  I will be presenting this as a tale of “David 
and Goliath.  JP Power is a public Japanese company and ABC Solar Japan KK a one-man operation. 

In addition to the evidence in this case I will also present photographs that will help represent the 
situation I find myself in.  This is really to add some eye relief to what will be a very dry book of legal 
positioning.

If you are reading this book it does mean that my lawyer “allowed” me to publish it..  That does not mean 
he thinks it is a good or a good idea.

Also, my compliments to my attorney Daiki Akahane.  His skill in legal theory and guiding me to be a 
good legal patron.  I guess. I am writing today in a state of worry and  confusion.  I believe my case is 
strong and that JP Power wronged ABC Solar Japan KK. But that fate lies with the judges. 

Ok, the case is:

1. ABC Solar Japan KK sold 150 million yen of solar panels to JP Power.
2. JP Power paid for the panels.
3. ABC Solar Japan KK landed the panels at the port of Yokohama
4. JP Power did not pick up the panels.  They abandoned them.
5. ABC Solar Japan KK’s supplier, Sunpower Japan, told me to fix it
6. ABC Solar Japan KK borrowed money to secure the panels and store them
7. JP Power still missing in action
8. Months later, JP Power and ABC Solar agreed that ABC Solar would resell the panels and refund to 
JP Power amounts less costs and restocking fees
9. ABC Solar Japan KK sold the panels to Omron (delivered) and STC (stored by ABC Solar until June 
2015 - more than 18 months after we landed at the port of Yokohama..)
10. ABC Solar Japan KK refunded 86 million yen to JP Power
11. President of ABC Solar Japan KK, Mr. Tetsruo Nishida, disappears
12. Bartz comes to Japan December 2013 and engaged the issue
13. ABC Solar Japan KK still had the STC panels in port storage. After a struggle with Nishida,  Bartz 
got control of the bank and paid storage and moved the panels to Isumi, Chiba for storage then delivery.
14. ABC Solar Japan KK delivered the panels to STC on June 16, 2015. 
15. JP Power sued ABC Solar Japan KK for a full refund, ignoring all the expenses of storage, shipping, 
administration and re-selling of panels they abandoned at the Port of Yokohama.  That is the fight.
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Dear Yoichi and Minako,

I am need of legal representation in Japan for a court appearance on July 27, 2015 at 1pm at the Tokyo 
District Court. 

I got served these documents in Japan at our offices in Chiba on July 22, 2015..  My staff scanned and 
emailed them to me.  

I am hoping to hire you to request a continuance.  I am not able to be in court.  I am in America.

I am also hoping that you or a lawyer you recommend can be hired to handle this issue for us.

Thank you for your consideration.

Bradley
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Brad,
 
Great to hear from you. Since the court hearing is schedule on next Monday. While we were not en-
gaged, we asked a court to extend a hearing date because you are in the US and we are discussing 
the engagement arrangement right now. We sent a fax requesting extension of court hearing date. My 
associate will send you such fax request by a separate e-mail. In our experience, our fee does not fit to 
this type of fairly small dispute matter. Let’s talk on Monday or Tuesday the best way moving forward. 
Please give me a call at my office on Monday when you have a chance.  With best regards,
 
Yoichi

Brad,
 
My name is Toyohisa Kaminiwa, a managing associate working with Yoichi and Minako. As per the in-
struction below, I sent the attached FAX to the court requesting the change of the first hearing date and 
not to close the case without attendance of you. Please note that the request is just an informal request 
without any legally binding effect to the court since we are officially not yet your attorney in this case at 
this stage.
 
Best regards,
Toyo

Dear Team Orrick,

Thank you very much for your quick response.  

In parallel we spoke to Ms. Yoko Watanabe of the Tokyo District Court and she said we can fax our 
interrogatories.   We will also have a staff of ABC Solar at the court to hand in our document.  Ms. 
Watanabe informed my wife that the post office stamped recieved by ABC Solar Japan on July 10th.  
My staff found the document set in an envelope in our mailbox office address in Chiba on Wednesday 
July 22, 2015.  Ms. Watanabe said court date still stands and we can fax.   I believe this conversation 
happened before your fax.

If you learn the court has granted a new date please do let me know.   

I am preparing my response now.   

I understand this is smallish matter for your firm so that makes me even more grateful for your quick 
response and thought of consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Bradley Bartz
ABC Solar Japan KK
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Dear Team Orrick,

Please find attached our response that we will fax to the Tokyo District Court at the instruction of  Ms. 
Yoko Watanaba.  We will also have Mr. Kyu Chah, VP ABC Solar Japan KK be at the court to hand in a 
printed copy of the attached and copies of attachment documents.   

Please also see that we received a denial to our request for extension.

If at all possible for a Bengoshi from Orrick to be able to attend the hearing to make sure that our side 
is heard I would like to discuss.

Please let me know if you see any “red-flags” in our response document v8.

Thank you again for your prompt attention to this matter.

Bradley Bartz
ABC Solar Japan KK
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Dear Yoichi, Minako and Toyohisa,

Mr. Kyu Chah reports that the court set a new date for September 7, 2015 at 2pm.    

Thank you so much for your assistance and your letter requesting time.  

The judge noted that we are still looking for a Bengoshi and that we are in talks with Orrick.

The judge said to find a Bengoshi and re-submit our paperwork.    (We faxed our Reply document to 
the court this morning.)

I know this is a very small case, but I hope you can see that we have a good argument to win.   Please 
let me know what you think might be possible.   

Thank you again.

Bradley Bartz
ABC Solar Japan KK

Dear Brad,
 
Glad to hear that you were given a new court hearing date in September and you have some time to 
prepare a court response. We discuss internally how we could assist you including referring some rec-
ommended local firm to handle this matter and provide you with our recommendation shortly. With best 
regards,
 
Yoichi

Dear Brad,
 
Glad to hear that you were given a new court hearing date in September and you have some time to 
prepare a court response. We discuss internally how we could assist you including referring some rec-
ommended local firm to handle this matter and provide you with our recommendation shortly. With best 
regards,
 
Yoichi

Dear Brad,
 
We recommend Akahane-san (http://www.msd-law.com/lawyers/lawyer_16_eng.html) who use to work 
in our office and now is a member of Matsuda Law office for your counsel. I had some chat with him 
and he is interested in handling your case. He was a great Orrick associate and graduated Columbia 
Law School LLM program. His English is excellent and has no issues of communicating with you. He is 
planning to form his law office shortly and he would be much flexible as to the fee arrangements. If you 
are interested in speaking with him, I am happy to make an introduction. 
 
With best regards,
 
Yoichi 
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Dear Brad,
 
We are happy to introduce our former colleague, Mr. Akahane, to you for dealing with this litigation 
brought before Japanese court. We are also copying this correspondence to him. Please find his e-mail 
address in this CC column and contact him directly to arrange an engagement with him. (You do not 
need to copy such communication to us because of the confidential nature of the matter.)
 
We have received some documents relating to this lawsuit from you and we prepared the letter request-
ing the change of the previous hearing date under my name submitted to the court. May we forward 
them to him for his initial review? Please let us know.   
 
If you have any questions, please let us know. We are happy to discuss.
Best regards,
Toyo

------------------------------

Ok, this is the exciting poiint for me.  I found a real professional Japanese lawyer who is also fluent in 
English.  I think the reader of either language is in for a treat for proper wordsmithing.  

From this point, though, I will only be presenting what was actuallly filed with the court.  It is important 
to me to keep my client-attorney workproduct and privelage in tact.  
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Dear Brad,
 
I am forwarding the investigation report on Nishida-san’s registered address.
It is in Japanese only, so please let me know if you need an English translation (although I don’t think 
you need it since the following summary almost covers the entire substance of the report).
 
In short, the report says:
 
-Mr. Nishida is not residing at his registered address (7-24-14 Hiyane, Okinawa-shi, Okinawa 904-2173 
Japan)
-The investigator took a look inside the house through the glass window but no furniture was seen there
-According to a neighbor, people who looked like a married couple lived there but they moved out ap-
proximately one month ago. The neighbor did not know the name of the couple
-The electricity meter was stopped, and mailings inside the mailbox included an electricity meter slip 
addressed to “Sadako Higa”, which read “August 2016” and “51kw consumed”
-The mailbox contained some neglected mailings addressed to “Sadako Higa” as well as flyers
-No name sign or similar signs shown on the mailbox, etc.
 
Given this disappointing outcome, I think the likelihood of the court subpoenaing Nishida-san has 
dropped to almost zero.
At the last hearing, the judge has requested us to show, as the prerequisites for its issuance of sub-
poena, (i) proof of Nishida-san’s physical presence at his registered address and (ii) likelihood of his 
voluntary appearance at the court. 
However, the element (i) is now completely missing, and if the “people who looked like a married cou-
ple” were Nishida-san and his wife, their act of moving out at this exact timing could imply Nishida-san’s 
strong defiance to our efforts to locate him, thereby ruling out the element (ii) (combined with his past 
efforts to block my calls).
 
I will revisit this issue when I send the revised statement of yours later (as well as findings from inter-
views at SunPower and KWE), but I now think we had better drop our request for subpoenaing Nishi-
da-san and instead ask for an increase in the amount of time for your testimony.
I am currently asking for 20 minutes for your direct examination (that would entail another 40 minutes 
for your cross examination), but frankly this might not be enough considering that the intervention by a 
court-appointed interpreter would usually slow the discourse.
 
We also have to keep in mind that the court would probably limit the duration of the entire witness 
examination to around 4 hours (this is the norm except for extraordinary cases involving a bulk of wit-
nesses because witness examinations in Japanese courts are usually scheduled from 1pm to 5 pm on 
a weekday).
Assuming Mr. Suzuki from JP Power testifies for 90 minutes (30 minutes – direct, 60 minutes - cross), 
the time remaining for us is 2 hours and a half.
If Mr. Ono testifies for half an hour (10 minutes – direct, 20 minutes - cross), the time remaining for 
your testimony would be 2 hours, which should be split into 40 minutes for a direct examination and 80 
minutes for a cross examination.
 
I will email you on this issue again but I would appreciate your understanding on the situation.
 
Best,
Daiki
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Interview Memo – KWE
Interview took place from 10:00am – 11:00am on August 25, 2016 @ KWE office in Daimon
Memo prepared by Daiki Akahane

Attendees: Mr. Taro. Akiyama, Mr. Taichi Takada, Mr. Nobunari Takagi

According to Mr. Takada:

・KWE had never heard of the name “JP Power”.  Mr. Nishida mentioned “project owner” but not the 
specific name of JP Power

・Mr. Nishida originally instructed through SunPower Japan to ship the panels from Yokohama Port 
directly to Hokuto

・However, on October 4 2013, when Yosuke Akiyama asked Mr. Nishida whether KWE can ship the 
panels to Hokuto, Mr. Nishida said “please wait”

・Throughout the period at issue, Mr. Nishida was extremely difficult to reach.  He rarely answered calls 
from KWE in a timely manner.

・When KWE contacted Mr. Nishida in January of 2014 to ask him to pick up the panels asap, Mr. Nishi-
da replied that there are potential buyers to whom the panels might be resold.

・Shortly before some of the panels were picked up by OFE on February 29 2014, 5 people including 
Mr. Nishida and people from both OFE and SunPower Japan came to the warehouse to check whether 
the panels really exist.

・The storage fee for the panels were long overdue since October 2013.  Mr. Nishida finally paid it on 
February 28, 2014, the day immediately preceding the shipment of the panels to OFE.

***
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Interview Memo – KWE
Interview took place from 10:30am – 11:30 on August 31, 2016 @ SunPower Japan office in Shiroyama 
Trust Tower
Memo prepared by Daiki Akahane

Attendees: Mr. Tatsuhar Konishi of SunPower Japan, Mr. Uzaki of Omron Field Engineering

According to Mr. Konishi:

・Mr. Go is no longer with SunPower and Zach is currently working for SunPower America.  Mr. Konishi 
is only aware of the events after January 2014 when he took over to complete the resale to OFE

・Around October 2014, Mr. Go told Mr. Konishi that “I am troubled because the products are left and 
not picked up”

・Logistics section of SunPower was troubled because carriers were filing complaints with SunPower 
that no costs for customs clearance and demurrage were paid

・At the point of January 2014, 2240 units were in the warehouse, and 882 units were left at the port

・Before SunPower and OFE visited KWE warehouse to check the existence of the panels, Mr. Konishi 
was so worried that the panels might not actually exist.

・At the period at issue, there was constant lack in the supply of SunPower Panels and 2 to 4 months 
delay in delivery was customary.  That also happened with Fuji Sash project, and OFE as an EPC had 
to procure the panels from somewhere.  That’s why the panels were resold to OFE.

・Shortly after the resale to OFE, Mr. Konishi recognized that no complaints were coming from carriers 
anymore.  So he thought all the panels were somehow picked up.

According to Mr. Konishi:

・Since he was afraid that ABC Solar might not have its title to the panels or authority to resell them, he 
asked Mr. Nishida why ABC Solar can resell them.  Mr. Nishida answered that Hokuto project stalled 
and the panels had nowhere to go 

***
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Email- Aug 24, 2016 -- Dear Brad,
 
I am forwarding the investigation report on Nishida-san’s registered address.
It is in Japanese only, so please let me know if you need an English translation (although I don’t think you 
need it since the following summary almost covers the entire substance of the report).
 
In short, the report says:
 
-Mr. Nishida is not residing at his registered address (7-24-14 Hiyane, Okinawa-shi, Okinawa 904-2173 
Japan)
-The investigator took a look inside the house through the glass window but no furniture was seen there
-According to a neighbor, people who looked like a married couple lived there but they moved out approx-
imately one month ago. The neighbor did not know the name of the couple
-The electricity meter was stopped, and mailings inside the mailbox included an electricity meter slip ad-
dressed to “Sadako Higa”, which read “August 2016” and “51kw consumed”
-The mailbox contained some neglected mailings addressed to “Sadako Higa” as well as flyers
-No name sign or similar signs shown on the mailbox, etc.
 
Given this disappointing outcome, I think the likelihood of the court subpoenaing Nishida-san has dropped 
to almost zero.
At the last hearing, the judge has requested us to show, as the prerequisites for its issuance of subpoena, 
(i) proof of Nishida-san’s physical presence at his registered address and (ii) likelihood of his voluntary 
appearance at the court. 
However, the element (i) is now completely missing, and if the “people who looked like a married couple” 
were Nishida-san and his wife, their act of moving out at this exact timing could imply Nishida-san’s strong 
defiance to our efforts to locate him, thereby ruling out the element (ii) (combined with his past efforts to 
block my calls).
 
I will revisit this issue when I send the revised statement of yours later (as well as findings from interviews 
at SunPower and KWE), but I now think we had better drop our request for subpoenaing Nishida-san and 
instead ask for an increase in the amount of time for your testimony.
I am currently asking for 20 minutes for your direct examination (that would entail another 40 minutes 
for your cross examination), but frankly this might not be enough considering that the intervention by a 
court-appointed interpreter would usually slow the discourse.
 
We also have to keep in mind that the court would probably limit the duration of the entire witness exam-
ination to around 4 hours (this is the norm except for extraordinary cases involving a bulk of witnesses be-
cause witness examinations in Japanese courts are usually scheduled from 1pm to 5 pm on a weekday).
Assuming Mr. Suzuki from JP Power testifies for 90 minutes (30 minutes – direct, 60 minutes - cross), the 
time remaining for us is 2 hours and a half.
If Mr. Ono testifies for half an hour (10 minutes – direct, 20 minutes - cross), the time remaining for your 
testimony would be 2 hours, which should be split into 40 minutes for a direct examination and 80 minutes 
for a cross examination.
 
I will email you on this issue again but I would appreciate your understanding on the situation.
 
Best,
Daiki 
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Interview Memo – KWE

Interview took place from 10:30am – 11:30 on August 31, 2016 @ SunPower Japan office in Shiroyama 
Trust Tower

Memo prepared by Daiki Akahane

Attendees: Mr. Tatsuhar Konishi of SunPower Japan, Mr. Uzaki of Omron Field Engineering

According to Mr. Konishi:

・Mr. Go is no longer with SunPower and Zach is currently working for SunPower America.  Mr. Konishi 
is only aware of the events after January 2014 when he took over to complete the resale to OFE

・Around October 2014, Mr. Go told Mr. Konishi that “I am troubled because the products are left and 
not picked up”

・Logistics section of SunPower was troubled because carriers were filing complaints with SunPower 
that no costs for customs clearance and demurrage were paid

・At the point of January 2014, 2240 units were in the warehouse, and 882 units were left at the port

・Before SunPower and OFE visited KWE warehouse to check the existence of the panels, Mr. Konishi 
was so worried that the panels might not actually exist.

・At the period at issue, there was constant lack in the supply of SunPower Panels and 2 to 4 months 
delay in delivery was customary.  That also happened with Fuji Sash project, and OFE as an EPC had 
to procure the panels from somewhere.  That’s why the panels were resold to OFE.

・Shortly after the resale to OFE, Mr. Konishi recognized that no complaints were coming from carriers 
anymore.  So he thought all the panels were somehow picked up.

According to Mr. Konishi:

・Since he was afraid that ABC Solar might not have its title to the panels or authority to resell them, he 
asked Mr. Nishida why ABC Solar can resell them.  Mr. Nishida answered that Hokuto project stalled 
and the panels had nowhere to go 

***
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Hearing Report (1) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・September 7, 2015 at 2pm
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Takayuki Sato (presiding judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to the defendant)

2 Summary of the proceedings

(1) Plaintiff・         filed evidential documents (Kou 1-1 through Kou 4) the court officially examined 
them.  Originals of Kou 5-1 and 5-2 (written notice and request for performance) are yet to be exam-
ined.
(2) Defendant・    stated the answer dated August 31, 2015.  Japanese translations of evidential doc-
uments (Otsu 1 through 9-2) (as applicable) are yet to be filed.
(3) Court・            instructed the defendant to submit Japanese translations of evidential documents 
(as applicable) by September 18, 2015 and instructed the plaintiff to file its counterarguments to the 
defendant’s answer by October 23, 2015.

3  Next hearing date

(1) Date and time・November 2, 2015 at 11:50am
(2) Venue:Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court

4 Supplementary notes

As expected, today’s hearing was only about procedural matters and no substantive arguments were 
made in the hearing (expect for confirmation and clarification of those contained in our answer).  
Therefore I could find no clue on how the plaintiff intends to pursue this litigation going forward.  I 
would like to discuss with you whether and what we should do to expedite the process (including 
whether to contact the plaintiff’s counsel to seek the possibility of an out-of-court settlement, and 
whether and when to file a counter complaint).  Otherwise we will have to wait for the plaintiff’s brief 
to be filed on October 23, 2015.
Apart from the above, as mentioned in 2(3) above, we have been instructed by the judge to submit 
Japanese translations of the evidential documents.  Therefore I would like to discuss how such trans-
lations should be prepared (whether you would like to have them prepared internally or outsourced to 
me or external translators).
***
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Hearing Report (2) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・November 2, 2015 at 11:50am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Takayuki Sato (presiding judge)
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to the defendant)

2 Summary of the proceedings

(1) Plaintiff・         stated Plaintiff’s Brief No.1 dated October 28 and filed evidential documents (Kou 6, 
7-1 and 7-2).
(2) Defendant・    amended the numberings of evidential documents (Otsu 1 through 9-2) upon the 
court’s instruction and refiled them (including Japanese translations).
(3) Court・            examined evidential documents (Kou 6 through 7-2 and Otsu 1 through 9-2).
The judge implied that the plaintiff’s rebuttal to the parties’ agreement on “CIF” terms might not be 
persuasive enough because the quotation document explicitly states “CIF Yokohama Port (or other 
ports in Japan”), and instructed the plaintiff to reconsider their claims in this respect.  In response, the 
plaintiff mentioned that it might amend the basis of its claim (soshou-butsu).
The judge instructed the defendant to file its counter arguments to the Plaintiff’s Brief No.1 (as well as 
any document to show that “Tetsuro” (not “Toshiro”) is the correct first name of Mr. Nishida) by De-
cember 14, 2015.  The judge set the next hearing date on December 21, 2015 at 11:30am.

3  Next hearing date

(1) Date and time・December 21, 2015 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court

4 Supplementary notes

With respect to the delivery terms of the solar panels, despite the plaintiff’s counter arguments in its 
Brief No.1, the judge implied his current impression that the parties have more likely agreed to the 
“CIF” terms and thus the delivery of the panels had been performed in accordance with the CIF terms.
On the other hand, as requested by the plaintiff in its Brief No.1, the judge instructed the defendant 
to make some clarifications related to storage of the solar panels, such as names of the warehouse 
companies, duration of storage, and details of storage fees, which should be supported by documents 
issued by the relevant warehouse companies.  Therefore we must determine what information we 
should disclose, and how we do so (including filing of a counter complaint claiming for storage fees, 
re-selling commissions, etc.).
On a separate note, the judge was very concerned about the fact that we are currently unable to 
reach Mr. Nishida, since the judge thinks Mr. Nishida could be a very important witness in this case.  
The judge instructed the defendant to continue to try contacting him.
***
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Hearing Report (3) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・December 21, 2015 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Takayuki Sato (presiding judge)
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to the defendant)

2 Summary of the proceedings

(1) Plaintiff・         Evidential documents (Kou 1-1 through 5-2) were officially accepted by the court 
(without requiring examination of originals).
(2) Defendant・    officially stated allegations contained in the Defendant’s Brief No.1 and submitted 
evidential documents (Otsu 10 through 21).  The court and plaintiff confirmed that no originals are 
required to be examined for evidential documents Kou 9, 18 and 21 (defendant’s bankbooks).
(3) Court・            implied to the defendant that it might be better to restructure the claim for Valentia 
commissions and loan repayments as a pure contractual breach claim rather than a “negligence in 
the process of contract formation”, which is more likely to be considered as a tort claim, given that the 
sales contracts (panels and racking) are validly executed in this case.
The judge instructed the plaintiff to file its additional allegations on application of CIF terms and count-
er arguments to the Defendant’s Brief No.1 by February 8, 2016.  
The judge set the next hearing date on February 15, 2016 at 10:40am.
The judge asked me about the expected timing of filing of the defendant’s counter complaint.  I re-
sponded that, while the defendant cannot clearly anticipate such timing, the counter complaint might 
be ready to be filed by the end of January next year.

3  Next hearing date

(1) Date and time・February 15, 2015 at 10:40am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court

4 Supplementary notes

In response to our allegations filed in the Defendant’s Brief No.1, the court instructed the plaintiff to 
file its counter arguments by February 8 next year.
In the light of the judge’s position revealed in the last hearing that the application of CIF terms would 
be hard to rebut, I expect the defendant to amend its causes of action from refund of the original sales 
prices to handover of the revenues from the panel resales, but we will have to wait for the plaintiff’s 
next brief to see how it would actually respond.
As for our counter claim, while there is no clear deadline set for its filing, it would be advisable to file it 
by the end of January next year (or by the plaintiff’s filing of its next brief at the latest) since the judge 
might instruct us to focus on organizing and examining the existing issues after the plaintiff’s next 
brief, which might consequently lead to limitation on new allegations (particularly those raising new 
issues).
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Hearing Report (4) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・February 15, 2016 at 10:40am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.634 at the Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Takayuki Sato (presiding judge)
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to the plaintiff)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to the defendant)

2 Summary of the proceedings

(1) Plaintiff・         stated Plaintiff’s Brief No.2 and filed evidential documents (Kou 8, 9-1 and 9-2).  
The plaintiff also implied that it will shortly file additional claims that assume successful delivery of 
solar panels by the defendant, which will be based on tort (through infringement of its ownership over 
the delivered solar panels).
(2) Defendant・    implied, in response to the judge’s inquiry, that the counter complaint will be filed 
within a week.
(3) Court・            instructed the defendant to file its counter arguments to the Plaintiff’s Brief No.2 by 
March 17, 2016.  
The judge set the next hearing date on March 24, 2016 at 11:30am.
The judge also instructed the defendant that, in case the counter complaint is filed, the defendant 
should file its counter arguments to such complaint before the next hearing, if possible.

3  Next hearing date

(1) Date and time・March 24, 2016 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.624 at the Tokyo District Court

4 Supplementary notes

As discussed, our counter complaint should be filed within a week.  I will shortly send my revised draft 
along with additional instructions (on payment of court fees, etc.).

***
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Hearing Report (5) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・March 24, 2016 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.624 at the Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Takayuki Sato (presiding judge)
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to JP Power)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings

(1) ABC Solar・    stated Counter Complaint (・・・) dated February 18 and submitted evidential 
documents (otsu 22-1 and 22-2).  ABC Solar also implied that it would later add its allegations on (a) 
damages caused by loss of SunPower transaction and (b) currency loss after the execution of Panel 
Contract with JP Power.
(2) JP Power・     stated (i) Petition to Amend Complaint (・・・・・・・・) and (ii) Answer to Counter 
Complaint (・・・・・).  JP Power also implied that it would add an additional claim (handover of the 
purchase prices received from resales to STC and Omron).
(3) Court・            instructed ABC Solar to file its counter arguments to (i) Amend Complaint (・・・・
・・・・) and (ii) Answer to Counter Complaint (・・・・・) as well as its additional allegations on Sun-
Power loss and currency loss by April 19, 2016.  
The judge set the next hearing date on April 26, 2016 at 1:45pm.
The judge implied that, after the next hearing, this case would shift to a “preparatory proceeding (・
・・・・・)”, a type of non-public proceeding to organize the parties’ claims and allegations and legal 
issues therefrom to prepare for examination of testimonies.  In addition, the judge implied that this 
case may shift to a trial by a panel consisting of three judges, instead of a single judge trial currently 
pending, due to its complication.

3  Next hearing date

(1) Date and time・April 26, 2016 at 1:45pm
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.420 at the Tokyo District Court

4 Supplementary notes

As mentioned above, ABC Solar has been instructed by the judge to file its counter arguments to 
(i) Petition to Amend Complaint (・・・・・・・・) and (ii) Answer to Counter Complaint (・・・・・) as 
well as its additional allegations on SunPower loss and currency loss by April 19.  Therefore I would 
appreciate your cooperation when I possibly ask for your additional confirmation on relevant facts in 
early to mid-April.
In addition, the judge implied that this case might be left to a panel of three judges instead of his sin-
gle judge trial currently pending.  I am not sure whether or not such change of triers would work favor-
ably for ABC Solar, but at least it is certain that the current judge thinks this case is too complicated to 
be decided only by himself.

***
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Hearing Report (6) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・April 26, 2016 at 1:45pm
(2) Venue・Courtroom No.420 of the Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Takayuki Sato (presiding judge)
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to JP Power)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings

(1) ABC Solar・    stated (i) Amendment to Complaint (・・・・・・・・), (ii) Brief No.3 and submitted 
an evidential document (otsu 23).
(2) JP Power・     N/A
(3) Court・            instructed JP Power to file its additional court documents by May 31, 2016.  
The judge set the next hearing date on June 10, 2016 at 2:30pm.
The judge indicated that this case will officially proceed to a “preparatory proceeding (・・・・・・)”, a 
type of non-public proceeding to organize the parties’ claims and allegations and legal issues there-
from to prepare for examination of testimonies.
In addition, the judge also indicated that this case will officially be delegated to a panel consisting of 
three judges, instead of a single judge trial currently pending.  Whether the judge himself will contin-
ue to serve as a main judge in the panel is yet to be determined.

3  Next hearing date

(1) Date and time・June 10, 2016 at 2:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court

4 Supplementary notes

Since JP Power is expected to file additional documents by May 31, I will revert to you for further 
steps once I have received and reviewed such documents.

***
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Hearing Report (7) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・June 10, 2016 at 2:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Susumu Aoki (Presiding judge)
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to JP Power)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) JP Power・     stated JP Power’s Brief No.3.
(2) Court・            instructed ABC Solar to file its counter arguments to JP Power’s Brief No.3 prior to 
the next preparatory proceeding date.  
The judge set the next preparatory proceeding date on Thursday, July 14, 2016 at 3:30pm.
In addition, the presiding judge instructed both parties to prepare and file their plans for the testimony 
examination (scope of witnesses to be examined and identification of facts to be proved by each wit-
ness) prior to the next preparatory proceeding date.  Written statements by each of the witnesses are 
not necessarily required prior to the next date.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・July 14, 2016 at 3:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court

4 Supplementary notes

In accordance with the judge’s instruction, ABC Solar is required to file (a) counter arguments to JP 
Power’s Brief No.3counter as well as (b) its plans for the testimony examination (witnesses to be 
examined and identification of facts to be proved by each witness), prior to the next preparatory pro-
ceeding date.
In order to finalize its plans for the testimony examination, ABC Solar needs to identify the witnesses 
it intends to examine in front of the judges.  Since Mr. Nishida is the potential witness who would pro-
vide the most essential facts for our defenses and claims, we need to try our best to locate him before 
the next hearing.  Without identifying his location, it is practically impossible to subpoena him even if 
the court agrees to do so.
Other witnesses might possibly include you, Mr. Ono of Valentia and Mr. Kenji Go of SunPower Ja-
pan, but I am still considering whether or not each witness would be necessary (and/or available) to 
make the case for ABC Solar.  I will revert to you after I have finalized my draft plans for whom to be 
called to the witness stand.
***
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Hearing Report (8) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・July 14, 2016 at 3:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Susumu Aoki (Presiding judge)
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) ABC Solar・     stated ABC Solar’s Brief No.4 and application for witnesses.
(2) Court・            stated that the court will not issue a subpoena to Mr. Nishida unless ABC Solar 
successfully shows a high likelihood that Mr. Nishida will appear at the court voluntarily in accordance 
with the subpoena (in the presiding judge’s view, it is practically unthinkable to physically force the 
witness to appear in the courtroom, to which I objected but the judge turned a deaf ear), and instruct-
ed ABC Solar to file a written opinion underlying the necessity and feasibility to call Mr. Nishida to the 
witness stand.  In this regard, the court is reserving its judgment on whether to accept ABC Solar’s 
application for witnesses.
The court instructed JP Power to file a written response to ABC Solar’s Brief No.4, and instructed 
both parties to file written statements by their witness candidates except for Mr. Nishida by August 31, 
2016 (therefore ABC Solar needs to file written statements by Mr. Ono and Mr. Bartz by then).
The judge set the next preparatory proceeding date on Friday, September 16, 2016 at 10:30am.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・September 16, 2016 at 10:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court

4 Supplementary notes

As shown in 2(1) above, the court is showing reluctance to subpoena Mr. Nishida unless ABC Solar 
shows a high likelihood of his voluntary appearance.  Consequently, if we insist on calling Mr. Nishi-
da to the witness stand, we need to make further efforts to contact him, such as paying a visit to his 
Okinawa address and try to directly contact with him.  Since it is not certain whether or not his testi-
mony would work in favor of our case, we may also have to consider retracting our request to call Mr. 
Nishida (hopefully with some back-up witness candidates like people from SunPower or KWE, neither 
of whom I have yet succeeded in reaching).  I will think further and consult you on our strategy on this 
later.
On the other hand, as instructed by the court, we have to file written statements by you and Mr. Ono.  
Since Mr. Ono has not still made his final decision on whether or not to appear in the court room, I will 
contact him again (hopefully with his draft statement), probably meet with him again, and confirm his 
final decision.  With respect to your statement, I will draft and send for your review as soon as practi-
cable.
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In general, it seems the court’s attitude towards ABC Solar has changed for the worse after the three 
judge panel (led by a senior judge) succeeded to the case, especially in the sense that the court is 
now less interested in examining Mr. Nishida’s testimony.  This might be a bad sign for ABC Solar, 
particularly on the issue of JP Power’s resale authorization and restocking fees (it is only my guess 
but the presiding judge gives me an impression that he is trying to quickly process this case by dis-
missing ABC Solar’s claims on restocking fees without much consideration), although the judge has 
still not explicitly mentioned any of his position on the issues argued in the case.  While I believe ABC 
Solar still has a strong case on the issue of storage/shipping costs, we cannot be optimistic even 
about that issue given the presiding judge’s recent statements and behaviors including his rather 
harsh attitude towards our application to subpoena Mr. Nishida.
***
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Hearing Report (9) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・September 16, 2016 at 10:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Yumi Toa* (Presiding judge) *not confirmed
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) ABC Solar・     stated ABC Solar’s amended application for witness examination (Mr. Bartz and 
Mr. Ono) and filed evidential documents from Otsu 24-1 through Otsu 30 (including the written state-
ments by Mr. Bartz and Mr. Ono).

(2) JP Power ・     stated Brief No.4, application for witness examination (Mr. Suzuki) and filed eviden-
tial document Kou 10 (written statement by Mr. Suzuki).

(3) Court・             announced that the presiding changed from Mr. Aoki to Ms. Toa due to staff re-
assignment.  The new presiding judge recommended both parties to first engage in settlement talks 
before proceeding to the witness examination.  The judge instructed ABC Solar to consider whether 
or not it may engage in the settlement talks, and if so, to propose its rough settlement framework prior 
to the next hearing (hopefully by October 20).

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・October 28, 2016 at 10:45am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court

4 Supplementary notes

As shown in 2(3) above, the presiding judge changed due to the court staffing reassignment.  And the 
new judge is recommending both parties to settle the case before proceeding to the witness examina-
tion.  To start off the negotiation, ABC Solar is first instructed to consider whether it may engage in the 
settlement talks, and if so, to propose a rough settlement framework. 
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The judge’s settlement recommendation at this point might sound like a bolt out of the blue, espe-
cially when compared with the previous judge’s eagerness to quickly proceed to the witness exam-
ination.  I think this tidal shift has something to do with the new judge’s reluctance to tap deeper into 
the complicated legal arguments involved in this case as well as the case record (I guess she is now 
extremely busy reviewing the case records she has just taken over).  I guess this situation surround-
ing the new judge could work in favor of ABC Solar, because the judge seems to think that in order 
for the settlement to occur, it is crucial to make ABC Solar (rather than JP Power) feel that the settle-
ment is a better deal than the expected judgment.

Anyway I will revert to you later with my thoughts on how best to respond to the judge’s recommen-
dation by the next hearing since I would like to take some more time to ponder over the strategy.
***
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Hearing Report (10) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・October 28, 2016 at 10:45am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Yumi Toa* (presiding judge) *not confirmed
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court・            [to ABC Solar] expressed that the settlement offer from ABC Solar (JP Power pay-
ing JPY5 million to ABC Solar) deviates from what the court had in mind.
[to both parties] to facilitate settlement negotiations, the court will prepare and suggest its own settle-
ment terms at the next hearing.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・November 17, 2016 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court

4 Supplementary notes

As shown in 2 above, the court will prepare and suggest its own settlement terms at the next hearing.  
I will update you with the court’s suggestion after the next hearing set on November 17.
***
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Hearing Report (11) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・November 17, 2016 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Yumi Toa* (presiding judge) *not confirmed
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Kenichi Chigira (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court・            [to ABC Solar, ex parte] suggested its proposal that ABC Solar pays JPY30 million 
to settle the case, laying out the following preliminary opinions as its grounds: 
(a) purchase prices earned from resale of the panels should basically be refunded to JP Power;
(b) the court would likely find the cancellation fee rate for the racking to be 10% of the sales price, 
based on the evidence submitted so far;
(c) ABC Solar would likely be entitled to reimbursement of the storage/shipping costs (without men-
tioning any specific amount to be reimbursed);
(d) there is considerable doubt as to whether ABC Solar is entitled to remuneration for panel resales 
(i.e., restocking fee); and
(e) the court finds it difficult to justify JP Power’s liability for the ripple effect damages. 

On the other hand (esp. setting aside the legal outcome on the ripple effect claim as shown in (e)), 
the court is sympathetic to ABC Solar for the hardship ABC Solar must have experienced due to JP 
Power’s abandonment of the panels.  The court must thus emphasize that it took such hardship into 
account to the possible extent in forming the settlement proposal above.

(2) JP Power・      [to the court, ex parte] the opposing counsel suggested that it may advise its client 
to settle the case if ABC Solar may accept the court’s JPY30 million proposal above.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・December 15, 2016 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court
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4 Supplementary notes

As you see in 2(1) above, the court has instructed ABC Solar to consider whether or not it may accept 
to pay JPY30 million to JP Power to settle the case.  If you want to know more about what this figure 
stands for, my email analysis sent on October 7 might be of some help.  While this amount fits within 
the range (and is close to the best) you should expect from the final judgment, I don’t mean to stress 
further on this point (for such comparison with the expected judgment might be of less interest to 
you).
Apart from the substance of this case, I have received one addition instruction (and inquiry) from the judge, 
which I did not write down in this report.  I would appreciate it if you could take time sometime next week for a 
Skype chat to share and discuss such instruction.
***
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Hearing Report (12) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・December 15, 2016 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Yumi Toa (presiding judge) 
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court・            [in the presence of both parties] due to the critical financial condition of ABC Solar, 
the court would recommend JP Power to settle the case by receiving what amount ABC Solar can af-
ford (allegedly JPY2 million to 2.5 million).  The court is of the view that any further proceeding under 
these circumstances would be against judicial efficiency.

(2) JP Power・      [in the presence of both parties] the opposing counsel suggested that the client 
would not agree to the court’s proposal unless it can confirm ABC Solar’s financial condition with reli-
able evidence such as bank books and a list of properties.

(3) Court・            [in response to JP Power’s statement in (2)] instructed JP Power to first prepare 
an information request list (detailing what documents and information JP Power needs to review to 
confirm ABC Solar’s financial condition) by the end of this year 2016.  Then ABC Solar in turn should 
prepare and share information in accordance with JP Power’s request list to the extent possible by 
the next hearing date in February 2017.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・February 10, 2017 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court

4 Supplementary notes

As you see in 2(1) above, the court has instructed JP Power to prepare an information request list 
detailing what information it needs to review to confirm ABC Solar’s financial condition.  The request 
list will be out by the end of the year, so we can wait until the list is shared before taking any further 
action.
I will let you know once JP Power reveals its request list.  In the meantime, I would appreciate it if you 
could prepare copies of bank books because they will definitely be included in JP Power’s request list. 
***
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Hearing Report (13) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・February 10, 2017 at 11:30am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Ayumi Higashi (presiding judge) 
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Hirofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court・            [after hearing from both parties ex parte] proposed the amended settlement terms 
below (consisting of 7 elements) and instructed both parties to consider it by the next hearing set on 
Thursday March 16, 2017 at 11am.

i) ABC Solar Japan admits that the liability amount it owes under the settlement is JPY30 million 
(note: the judge actually didn’t clearly mention the amount today, so this is my guess based on the 
hearing last November).

ii) Notwithstanding the above, ABC Solar Japan pays out to JP Power only what it can afford from its 
residual assets.

iii) ABC Solar Japan confirms that the properties identified in the report dated February 2nd 2017 (the 
one I prepared based on my visit to Isumi) constitute its only residual assets.

iv) In the event any material asset is identified outside of those contained in the report, ABC Solar 
Japan will make additional payment from such “newly identified” asset up to the liability amount in i).

v) ABC Solar Japan admits causes of action (seikyu-gennin) alleged in the complaint by JP Power.

vi) ABC Solar Japan will cease to engage in the solar business after the settlement.

vii) (If JP Power finds any domain names it wishes to acquire from the list of such names owned by 
Mr. Bradley Bartz) Mr. Bartz will transfer such names to JP Power.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・March 16, 2017 at 11:00am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo Dis-
trict Court
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4 Supplementary notes

After some back and forth (mainly in an ex-parte discussion between the judge and JP Power’s 
counsel who showed reluctance to settle), the judge amended its settlement proposal as shown in 2 
above.
While the basic concept (that ABC Solar pays only what it can afford) is still maintained, there are two 
additional elements we need to consider.

First, as shown in v), ABC Solar is asked to admit the causes of action alleged by JP Power.  Since 
what the judge meant by “causes of action” here is unclear, I think I can negotiate the specific details 
in the next hearing so that ABC Solar will not be forced to accept unreasonable admissions.

Second, most importantly, (instead of keeping ABC Solar as a legal person alive) ABC Solar is now 
asked to cease to engage in the solar business (the intention here is that, while you can use the same 
legal personality as a vehicle for other new businesses, you cannot resume its original business).  

I know this might be contrary to your current intention, so if this is absolutely unacceptable, you can 
simply refuse to settle and pursue the judgment.  However, in my understanding (and according to 
what I have heard from other solar experts in Japan), the new legislation on FIT that is set to come 
into effect on April 1, 2017 places higher scrutiny and much more requirements on METI certificate 
applications to be approved, and also makes it easier for METI to cancel existing certificates (espe-
cially in case of long-suspended projects).  In addition, FIT rates are expected to be further reduced.  
Therefore it is generally said that it will be much more difficult to make a solar business profitable 
under the new legislation, and I think you should take into consideration this much more difficult solar 
business environment in assessing whether or not there is any actual benefit in keeping the option (of 
having ABC Solar Japan resume its solar business) open.

Lastly, as per your instruction, I communicated your offer to transfer some domain names to JP Pow-
er as part of the settlement.  Although this will not be accepted as an alternative to any of the existing 
terms (such as payment from the residual assets), the opposing counsel promised that, if you can 
provide a list of such domain names, JP Power may consider whether and what names it might get 
interested in.
***
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Hearing Report (14) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・March 15, 2017 at 11:00am
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Ayumi Higashi (presiding judge) 
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Hirofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court・            [after hearing from both parties ex parte] proposed the amended settlement terms 
below and instructed both parties to consider it by the next hearing set on Thursday April 13, 2017 at 
2:30pm.

i) ABC Solar Japan pays JPY30 million in total to JP Power, in installments if necessary.

ii) No additional terms.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・April 13, 2017 at 2:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo District 
Court

4 Supplementary notes

As discussed after the hearing, in case the basic concept of the proposal is acceptable to JP Power, 
I will suggest the amount to be paid in monthly installments of JPY50,000.  I also understand that the 
amount of monthly payment could be up to JPY70,000, and that you may accelerate the payment if you 
can make enough money to do so.
Please let me know if your thoughts change before the next hearing.
***
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Hearing Report (15) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time・April 13, 2017 at 2:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees・Mr. Ayumi Higashi (presiding judge) 
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Hirofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court・            [to ABC Solar] the court understands that both parties have now basically agreed to 
the settlement amount of JPY30 million.  The remaining issue is the payment terms.  In the telephone 
conference that took place the day before, ABC Solar proposed monthly installments of JPY50,000 
each, without any upfront payment.  However, that is not something the court can offer to JP Power.  
I would like ABC Solar to consider making some payment upfront as well as providing collateral to 
secure the payments.

(2) ABC Solar:      [to the court] the company may consider paying JPY600,000 upfront and thereafter 
paying in annual installments of the same.  The representative director has refused to provide any 
security including his personal guarantee or collateral over his personal assets.

(3) Court               [to ABC Solar] since the original plan we were discussing involved pay-out of al-
most all the remaining company cash (approx. JPY2.6 million), it is unthinkable for JP Power to ac-
cept if ABC Solar takes that term off the table now.  If ABC Solar cannot pay out the entire balance, 
how about paying JPY2 million upfront?  In addition, the court thinks some kind of collateral to secure 
the remaining payments would be inevitable to settle the case.
Considering these elements, the court suggests the following terms:

i) ABC Solar Japan agrees to pay JPY30 million in total to JP Power (JPY40 million to be confirmed 
as the amount of payment owed, out of which JPY10 million shall be waived as soon as ABC Solar 
Japan completes payment of JPY30 million).

ii) As part of its performance to complete the payment in i), ABC Solar Japan pays JPY2 million up-
front.

iii) Thereafter, ABC Solar pays the remaining balance (JPY30 million less JPY2 million upfront pay-
ment) in monthly installments of JPY50,000.

iv) If possible, ABC Solar may choose to accelerate its payment.

v) The company agrees to pledge its non-cash primary company assets (i.e., the Isumi office and 
solar panels) as collateral to secure the above payments.  In addition, shares of ABC Solar Japan 
owned by Mr. Bartz shall also be pledged as collateral.
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(4) ABC Solar       [to the court] I don’t think these terms are acceptable to my client.  In particular, the 
element ii) has already been expressly rejected by Mr. Bartz.

(5) Court               [to ABC Solar] Please tell your client to reconsider because the court believes set-
tling at these terms is far better for ABC Solar than the judgment.  Judging from how JP Power is 
reacting, it will very likely file for bankruptcy of ABC Solar as soon as JP Power obtains the judgment.  
JP Power seems to believe it can collect much more from bankruptcy proceedings (by nullifying past 
payments made by ABC Solar to its stakeholders and seeking enforcement on such stakeholders’ as-
sets) than what is currently left in ABC Solar’s bank account.  So there may not be chance to negotiate 
payment terms after JP Power obtains the judgment.  If this happens, it will become extremely difficult 
for Mr. Bartz to resume any business in Japan.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time・May 11, 2017 at 4:30pm
(2) Venue・Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo District 
Court

4 Supplementary notes

Please review the newly suggested terms described in 2(3) above.  

With respect to what the court suggested in 2(5) (risk of bankruptcy), I am not sure whether or not JP 
Power would give us time to negotiate payment terms after the judgment.

However, one thing I regret is you disclosed to JP Power counsel in the March meeting that ABC 
Solar account had approx. JPY30 million when you took over the management.  It seems this piece 
of information is now driving JP Power more towards bankruptcy proceedings because JP Power now 
believes there could have been “impartial” repayments to ABC Solar’s other creditors (including my-
self), which may legally be “denied” through bankruptcy proceedings, and thus may possibly collect 
a substantial amount of money from them.  Even if JP Power allows some time to negotiate after the 
judgment, ABC Solar could face tougher settlement terms given JP Power’s “rosy” expectation over 
collection from the potential bankruptcy proceedings.
***
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aHearing Report (16) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time：May 11, 2017 at 4:30pm
(2) Venue：Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees：Mr. Ayumi Higashi (presiding judge) 
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Hirofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court：            [to ABC Solar] Please let us know ABC Solar’s position on the settlement proposal made by the 
court in the hearing on April 13.

(2) ABC Solar:      [to the court] ABC Solar cannot accept the proposal.  While I understand that the court’s pro-
posal is based on the premise that the JPY30 million payment amount is acceptable to ABC Solar Japan (which 
Mr. Bartz implied in front of the judges on March 16, 2017), Mr. Bartz now opposes the JPY30 million amount.  
Thus the court’s proposal is not acceptable to ABC Solar.

(3) Court               [to both parties] The court understood ABC Solar’s position.  Please allow us time to consider 
how we should direct the case going forward by the next hearing set on Friday, June 2.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

(1) Date and time：June 2, 2017 at 1:30pm
(2) Venue：Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, located on the 12th floor of the Tokyo District Court

4 Supplementary notes

As previously instructed by you as a representative of ABC Solar Japan, I told the court that ABC Solar Japan 
cannot accept the court’s proposal made on April 13.
Since the court is considering how it should direct the case going forward, please wait for my further updates 
before taking any actions in connection with the case.  I know you have asked me via email to make some sub-
poena requests to the court, but I will not do so at least before the court’s further instructions since I cannot de-
termine whether or not it is appropriate (in light of the current status of the proceedings) to make such requests 
until then.  Basically the court will not accept such requests at this point.
***
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Hearing Report (17) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664/Heisei28nen (Wa) No. 5100 

1 Outline of the hearing

(1) Date and time：June 2, 2017 at 1:30pm
(2) Venue：Court clerk room of the 15th Civil Section, Tokyo District Court
(3) Attendees：Mr. Ayumi Higashi (presiding judge) 
Mr. Takayuki Sato (judge)
Ms. Kaori Tanaka (judge)
Mr. Naoki Mori (legal counsel to JP Power) 
Mr. Hirofumi Ueno (legal counsel to JP Power)
Daiki Akahane (legal counsel to ABC Solar)

2 Summary of the proceedings (preparatory proceeding)

(1) Court：            [to both parties] will issue an “order in lieu of conciliation” pursuant to Article 17 of the Civil 
Conciliation Act, or a so-called “Article 17 order”.  The order will be out shortly and the next hearing is thus not 
scheduled.

3  Next hearing (preparatory proceeding) date

Not scheduled.

4 Supplementary notes

The court notified both parties that it will issue an “order in lieu of conciliation” (so- called Article 17) pursuant 
to Article 17 of the Civil Conciliation Act (although a litigation is basically processed pursuant to the Code of 
Civil Procedure, the court may refer the case to conciliation in its discretion pursuant to Article 20 of the Civil 
Conciliation Act).
Article 17 order is not a “judgment” under Code of Civil Procedure but will have the same effect as a judicial set-
tlement (i.e., enforceable) if neither party raises an objection within two weeks from the day on which each party 
is notified of the order.
I will let you know once I receive notice of the order.
***
 
EXHIBIT
(Excerpt of relevant statutes)

 (Order in Lieu of Conciliation)
Article 17：If conciliation being carried out by a conciliation committee is unlikely to be successful, and the court 
finds it appropriate, it may, by its own authority and to an extent that does not contradict the objectives of the 
parties’ petitions, issue a necessary order to resolve the case after hearing the opinions of the civil conciliation 
commissioners composing said conciliation committee, giving consideration to the equitable treatment of the 
interests of both parties, and taking into account all relevant circumstances. Through said order, the court may 
order the payment of money, delivery of an object, or any other provision of economic benefit.
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 (Objection)
Article 18：(1)：A party or any interested person may raise an objection to an order set forth in the preceding Ar-
ticle. The period for raising such an objection shall be two weeks from the day on which the party receives notice 
of the order.
 (2)：If an objection to an order is raised within the period set forth in the preceding paragraph, such order shall 
cease to be effective.
 (3)：If no objection is raised within the period set forth in paragraph (1), the order set forth in said paragraph 
shall have the same effect as a judicial settlement. 

 (Conciliation by Court in Charge of the Case)
Article 20：(1)：When the court in charge of the case finds it appropriate, it may, by its own authority, refer the 
case to conciliation and process the case itself or have the case processed by a court with jurisdiction; provided, 
however, that this shall not apply to cases if the parties do not agree thereto after the completion of proceedings 
to arrange the issues and evidence of the case.
 (2)：If the case is referred to conciliation pursuant to the provision of the preceding paragraph, and the con-
ciliation is successful or an order set forth in Article 17 becomes final and binding, the action shall be deemed 
withdrawn.
 (3)：If the court in charge of a case carries out the conciliation process itself pursuant to the provision of para-
graph (1), notwithstanding the provision of Article 7, paragraph (1), the chief conciliator shall be designated by 
the court in charge of the case from among the judges assigned thereto.
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ARTICLE 
17 ORDER
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Heisei29nen (Me) No. 116 (Case on the Merits: Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 (Principal Action), Heisei28nen 
(Wa) No. 5100 (Counterclaim))

Order

Petitioner (Plaintiff in principal action, Defendant in counterclaim):     
JP Power K.K. (“JP Power”)
Respondent (Defendant in principal action, Plaintiff in counterclaim):   
ABC Solar Japan K.K. (“ABC Solar”)
[Other details of the parties omitted in this translation]

Main Text of the Judgment

With respect to the case first above written between the aforementioned parties, the court hereby orders in lieu of 
conciliation by its own authority as follows: 
1. ABC Solar admits that it is obligated to pay to JP Power JPY40 million; 
2. Out of the amount set forth in 1. above, ABC Solar pays, through delivery by hand or by remittance, to JP 
Power JPY30 million in installments as follows:
(1) JPY1 million by the last day of the month immediately following the month within which this order be-
comes final;
(2) JPY200,000 per month by the last day of each month during the period of 3 years beginning from 2 months 
after the month within which this order becomes final; and
(3) JPY21.8 million by the last day of the month immediately following the month within which the last in-
stallment in accordance with (2) above is paid;
3. In the event JP Power fails to pay any of the installments set forth in 2. above even once, all the amounts 
owed by ABC Solar hereunder shall be accelerated and become immediately due and payable, and ABC Solar shall 
immediately pay the amount set forth in 1. above less the amount already paid;
4. If ABC Solar pays all the amounts set forth in 2. above without triggering acceleration set forth in 3. above, 
JP Power releases ABC Solar from the remainder of the payment obligations owed by ABC Solar pursuant to 1. 
above;
5. JP Power and ABC Solar waive the remainder of their claims; 
6. JP Power and ABC Solar mutually confirm that there exists no claim or obligation between the parties 
other than those set forth herein; and
7. Each party shall bear the costs for the litigation and conciliation expensed by itself.

Reason for the Order

No. 1   Relief Sought in the Petition 
As stated in the Complaint in primary action and [identification of other court documents containing prayers for 
reliefs is omitted in this translation].

No. 2   Outline of the Case 
In the lawsuit on the merits for this case, JP Power, who executed sales and purchase contracts with ABC Solar 
on solar panels and racks (individually “Panel Contract” and “Rack Contract”, respectively and collectively “Con-
tracts”) for the purpose of opening a solar power plant in Yamanashi prefecture and operating electric power gen-
eration business (“Business”) and paid all or part of the purchase prices thereof, primarily claimed, as restitution, 
refund of the purchase prices it paid and not yet refunded by ABC Solar, alleging that part of the purchase prices 
has not been refunded yet despite that JP Power agreed with ABC Solar to cancel part of the Panel
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 Contract and unilaterally canceled the remainder of the Panel Contract due to failure by ABC Solar to deliver the 
panels at the place of delivery.
In addition, given that the Business was derailed thereafter and ABC Solar resold the Panels (“Resale”) after storing 
them, JP Power secondarily claims compensation for damages equivalent to the purchase prices earned through 
the Resale but not paid to JP Power, alleging that the Resale was executed without JP Power’s authorization and 
thus constitutes tort of conversion.  Furthermore, JP Power secondarily claims payment of the purchase prices 
earned through the Resale but not paid to JP Power as claim for delivery of purchase prices if the commissionaire 
contract had been formed on the Resale.  ABC Solar opposes the place of delivery for the Panels, has presented the 
following set-off defenses and has filed a counterclaim for the balance after the said set-offs.
1. To set-off the 30% cancellation fee, which ABC Solar alleges was agreed to when the Rack Contract was 
cancelled upon mutual agreement (Defense 1)
2. To set-off remuneration which ABC Solar alleges has arisen pursuant to either the commissionaire con-
tract or Article 512 of the Commercial Code (Defense 2)
3. To set off compensation for damages due to alleged breaches by JP Power of its obligation to make clear and 
proper instructions on storage and resale of the Panels, to research into the likelihood of obtaining permit for the 
site to be developed, or to receive the Panels (Defense 3)
4. To set off reimbursements for the costs allegedly required for performance as the commissionaire of resale 
of the Panels or for “management of business”

No. 3   Re: Resolution of the Case
1. Status of Arrangement of Issues
While there is a dispute between the parties as to the place of delivery of the Panels, since the Business was derailed 
and the Resale was carried out, it is evident that the Contracts have been cancelled.  Accordingly, ABC Solar has 
no legal reason to maintain the purchase prices paid by JP Power, and thus that the primary fact in the case on the 
merits would be the above mentioned set-off defenses.
Nevertheless, there is no objective evidence to support either of the claims alleged by ABC Solar to set off against 
the purchase prices to be refunded.  Among others, ABC Solar, who was storing the Panels upon derailment of the 
Business, is suspected to have initiated the Resale concerning Defense 2 without JP Power’s final consent, in order 
to resolve the situation (kou 9-1. And 9-2, otsu 13 and 30), and accordingly the Resale cannot easily be deemed as 
“management of business” for JP Power.  In addition, JP Power’s obligations alleged by ABC Solar in connection 
with Defense 3 cannot be easily justified without alleging specific causes of such obligations.  Because there is 
no objective evidence to support these points, the only other proof that may be available to ABC Solar would be 
to examine Tetsuro Nishida (“Nishida”) as witness.  However, while ABC Solar once applied for examination of 
Nishida, the application was retracted because Nishida is allegedly missing.  Consequently, it seems not easy for 
ABC Solar to provide further proof on Defenses 2 and 3.
On the other hand, with respect to Defense 1, Nishida has stated that the cancellation fee for the Racks is 10% of 
the purchase price (kou 6).  In addition, with respect to Defense 4, since it is highly likely that ABC Solar would 
not have incurred the storage costs, etc. of the Panels equivalent to approximately JPY20 million had the Business 
not been derailed (it is suspected to be not until February of 2014 when JP Power started to bring panels into the 
site different from what JP Power originally intended (kou 9-1, otsu 30)), if reasonably reviewed in light of the 
evidence currently available, JP Power could possibly be held liable for such storage costs, etc., although subject to 
examination of witness from JP Power.
2. Course of Settlement Negotiation
Given the above mentioned arrangement of the issues in the case on the merits, it is unthinkable that the amount 
ABC Solar shall refund to JP Power should fall below JPY40 million even after deduction of approximately JPY3 
million as the cancellation fee for the Rack Contract (equivalent to 10% of the purchase price) and approximate-
ly JPY20 million as storage costs, etc., from the aforementioned purchase price of approximately JPY68 million, 
which has not been refunded.   Therefore the court, for early resolution of the dispute, tried to settle the case in the
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 direction that ABC Solar confirms its obligation to pay JPY40 million and that, if JPY30 million is paid, ABC Solar 
should be released from the rest of its obligation.  As a result, the parties reached the agreement on the amounts to 
be confirmed and to be paid, respectively.
Nevertheless, the parties could not reach agreement on how the amount above should be paid, because the only 
assets currently maintained by ABC Solar are the bank deposit of approximately JPY2.5 million, the deposit of 
JPY140,000 held by the landlord to secure ABC Solar’s obligations under its office lease, and the real property 
owned by ABC Solar, which is supposed to be used as its principal place of business (Report by legal counsel to 
ABC Solar dated February 2, 2017).  However, according to what the court described above, the court considers 
it would resolve the case more effectively and appropriately for both parties if ABC Solar pays the above agreed 
amount in installments, rather than if the court further tries the case and then the judgment is enforced through 
compulsory execution.
3. Conclusion 
The court orders as set forth in the Main Text of the Judgment because the court determined by its own authority 
that it is appropriate to order as the Main Text of the Judgment states, given the course of events above and after 
giving consideration to the equitable treatment of the interests of both parties and taking into account all relevant 
circumstances.
June 30, 2017
Tokyo District Court, Civil Affairs 15th Division
Chief Justice:  Ayumi Higashi
Justice:  Takayuki Sato
Justice:  Kaori Tanaka
***
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PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL.  FOR YOUR EYES ONLY.

Dear Tokyo Marunouchi Law Offices,

Thank you kindly for your time last week with Mr. Uchiyama of TKAO to discuss the Article 17 Order issued 
against my company, ABC Solar Japan KK.

This the current status:

1. My lawyer filed the rejection to the Article 17 Order

2. Next hearing is August 4, 2017 – my question (at end) is strategically better to bring you in now to win or 
after on appeal? 

My gut says that we can win this case big with an aggressive play on witnesses and motions to submit evidence.  
Read the following and I summarize below and make an offer to pay for your representation.

NEWS

3. Sunpower Japan’s Zachary Struct has agreed to make a statement.

Basically, Zachary and I discussed a few points that could be in this statement:

“Sunpower Japan was doing business with ABC Solar Japan KK working on Megasolar projects and their devel-
opment.  Sunpower Japan and ABC Solar Japan KK teams visited multiple Megasolar projects in Japan, includ-
ing in Gifu and Miyagi.  Sunpower Japan also gave ABC Solar Japan bid support to sell our solar panels to other 
Megasolar developers and projects.

Sunpower Japan canceled its relationship, full stop, with ABC Solar Japan KK because of the JP Power issue with 
leaving solar panels at the Port of Yokohama.   COSCO, the shipping company, notified Sunpower that the panels 
were not being picked up and that they (COSCO) will be forced to return them to Sunpower.   This issue was sig-
nificant and it eroded our faith and the reputation of ABC Solar Japan KK at Sunpower.  Therefore, all business 
was stopped with ABC Solar Japan KK.”

4. To me this gives my case new life, especially our counter suit about damages caused by losing the Sun-
power Japan relationship.  To that end Sunpower is in direct contact with my attorney to craft the letter and 
register Zachary as a witness.  

We have counter sued for 600 million yen.  This new evidence from Sunpower Japan verifies our claim to just a 
large damage amount.

Procedurally, I believe the court has erred in this Article 17 Order.  Specifically it says emails are not evidence but 
it also references an email in their Order.  

ABC Solar Japan KK has objective evidence that the court rejects out of hand.

At the March 15, 2017 hearing the lead judge threatened Mr. Bartz, who was in attendance during the hearing.  
She said if you don’t settle I will charge you more, like 45 million yen.  Judge Ayumi Higashi is a bully and ig-
nored the evidence, selective chose evidence to harm Mr. Bartz.  
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The judges so far have been as listed above with four presiding Judges.

In the following I am also looking for any errors of law, the court’s application of the law and to prove that the 
factual finding is clearly against the weight of the evidence.

5. Deconstructing the Article 17 Order

Reason for Order, No. 2 Outline of the case (last sentence) The Court Writes: “due to failure by ABC Solar to 
deliver the panels at the place of delivery.”

This case seems to rest on delivery terms which we have documentary evidence stating CIF to Port of Yokoha-
ma.  We also have testimonial evidence that the Port of Yokohama was the final destination.  Further, the com-
munications records of ABC Solar Japan KK show coordination for delivery to the Port of Yokohama.  No effort 
is seen or was undertaken to delivery the solar panels beyond the destination of the Port of Yokohama.  

The Judge Sato said on Nov 2, 2015 that terms were CIF Port of Yokohama and that ABC Solar Japan KK per-
formed its duties.  

Hearing Report (2) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 
“With respect to the delivery terms of the solar panels, despite the plaintiff ’s counter arguments in its Brief 
No.1, the judge implied his current impression that the parties have more likely agreed to the “CIF” terms and 
thus the delivery of the panels had been performed in accordance with the CIF terms.”

ABC Solar Japan KK did its job.  The judges implied this at the November 2, 2015 hearing.  Mr. Takayuki Sato 
was the judge. 

There is no way my company would not have delivered the panels to destination.  We have a 100% delivery 
record and a 100% referenceable client base.  This statement by the court is false and damaging to our prefect 
solar business record since 2001.  Bradley L. Bartz and ABC Solar delivers.  Every time.
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Four presiding Judges 

In the following I am also looking for any errors of law, the court’s application of the law and to prove that the 
factual finding is clearly against the weight of the evidence.

1. Deconstructing the Article 17 Order

Reason for Order, No. 2 Outline of the case (last sentence) The Court Writes: “due to failure by ABC Solar to 
deliver the panels at the place of delivery.”

This case seems to rest on delivery terms which we have documentary evidence stating CIF to Port of Yoko-
hama.  We also have testimonial evidence that the Port of Yokohama was the final destination.  Further, the 
communications rec-ords of ABC Solar Japan KK show coordination for delivery to the Port of Yoko-hama.  No 
effort is seen or was undertaken to delivery the solar panels beyond the destination of the Port of Yokohama.  

The Judge Sato said on Nov 2, 2015 that terms were CIF Port of Yokohama and that ABC Solar Japan KK per-
formed its duties.  

Hearing Report (2) - Heisei27nen (Wa) No. 15664 
“With respect to the delivery terms of the solar panels, despite the plaintiff ’s counter arguments in its Brief 
No.1, the judge implied his current impression that the parties have more likely agreed to the “CIF” terms and 
thus the delivery of the panels had been performed in accordance with the CIF terms.”

ABC Solar Japan KK did its job.  The judges implied this at the November 2, 2015 hear-ing.  Mr. Takayuki Sato 
was the judge. 

There is no way my company would not have delivered the panels to destination.  We have a 100% delivery 
record and a 100% referenceable client base.  This statement by the court is false and damaging to our prefect 
solar business record since 2001.  Brad-ley L. Bartz and ABC Solar delivers.  Every time.

This can be proved in testimony by numerous clients, the United States Embassy in Tokyo, a solar FIT docu-
mentation client, and fellow developers where ABC Solar Ja-pan KK secured FIT approvals for projects.   

The court seems to discount the size and experience of ABC Solar Japan KK by what is left over in our bank 
account after this disaster that JP Power created.  The court is prejudice against ABC Solar Japan KK since it 
learned our dismal financial and operat-ing state.  

The court can be shown that ABC Solar Japan KK, ABC Solar Inc and Bradley L. Bartz always deliver on proj-
ects.  100% of the time.   

The court needs to know that ABC Solar Japan KK was at the top of the Megasolar market in Japan and that the 
Sunpower Japan relationship allowed that to happen.  In addition to the amazing work of Bartz with his con-
tacts in Japan.  

ABC Solar Japan KK is a Japan company that is being sued.  In Japanese law ABC Solar Japan KK should be on 
an equal footing as any Japanese citizen.   This case, the behavior of the judges and the wholly unjustified and 
prejiduced Article 17 Order should be struck from the record and new judges should be appointed. 
No. 3   Re: Resolution of the Case
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1. Status of Arrangement of Issues

(Paragraph 2) The court writes: 

“Nevertheless, there is no objective evidence to support either of the claims alleged by ABC Solar to set off 
against the purchase prices to be refunded.  Among others, ABC Solar, who was storing the Panels upon derail-
ment of the Business, is suspected to have initiated the Resale concerning Defense 2 without JP Power’s final 
consent, in order to resolve the situation (kou 9-1. And 9-2, otsu 13 and 30), and accordingly the Resale cannot 
easily be deemed as “management of business” for JP Power.  In addition, JP Power’s obligations alleged by ABC 
Solar in connection with Defense 3 cannot be easily jus-tified without alleging specific causes of such obligations.  
Because there is no objective evidence to support these points, the only other proof that may be available to ABC 
Solar would be to examine Tet-suro Nishida (“Nishida”) as witness.  However, while ABC Solar once applied 
for examination of Nishida, the application was retracted because Nishida is allegedly missing.  Consequently, it 
seems not easy for ABC Solar to provide further proof on Defenses 2 and 3.”

We have objective evidence that shows contract was CIF Port of Yokohama

We have witnesses from Sunpower Japan that show COSCO initiated legal confisca-tion of the solar panels

We have witnesses from Sunpower Japan that show specifically that this failed trans-action was reason for cancel-
ing all relations with ABC Solar Japan KK.

Brad Bartz was in Japan physically during the JP Power transaction and their aban-donment of the solar panels.  

On June 20, 2013 the master invoice clearly states CIF Port of Yokohama as final des-tination.  
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This is an important email that shows Mr. Ono of Valentia sending the Invoice directly to Mr. Suzuki of JP Power 
and CCing ABC Solar Japans Mr. Nishida.  Mr. Ono is the key man and in charge of this transaction.  The court 
must recognize Mr. Ono’s role.
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Resolution of the Case
1. Status of Arrangement of Issues

The Court writes: On the other hand, with respect to Defense 1, Nishida has stated that the cancellation fee for 
the Racks is 10% of the purchase price (kou 6).  In addition, with respect to Defense 4, since it is highly likely 
that ABC Solar would not have incurred the storage costs, etc. of the Panels equivalent to approximately JPY20 
million had the Business not been derailed (it is suspected to be not until February of 2014 when JP Power start-
ed to bring panels into the site different from what JP Power originally intended (kou 9-1, otsu 30)), if reasonably 
reviewed in light of the evidence currently available, JP Power could possibly be held liable for such storage costs, 
etc., although subject to examination of witness from JP Power.

Our evidence shows that delivery to the Port of Yokohama was the contract.  The court has erred in not applying 
100% blame to JP Power for abandoning the solar panels at the Port of Yokohama.

Further, the court is stating in their order that emails are not evidence, but here they use an email as evidence to 
convict ABC Solar Japan KK.   

It is 100% true that ABC Solar Japan KK should not have incurred any costs after final delivery by contract to the 
Port of Yokohama. 

JP Power is 100% responsible for this tragedy and the court selectively chose evidence, emails, to convict ABC 
Solar Japan KK and give JP Power a complete pass. 

 
No. 3   Re: Resolution of the Case

1. Status of Arrangement of Issues

The Court Writes: Because there is no objective evidence to support these points, the only other proof that may 
be available to ABC Solar would be to examine Tetsuro Nishida (“Nishida”) as witness.  However, while ABC So-
lar once applied for examination of Nishida, the application was retracted because Nishida is allegedly missing.  
Consequently, it seems not easy for ABC Solar to provide further proof on Defenses 2 and 3.

Mr. Ono of Valentia is actually the key witness in this case.  The emails between Mr. Ono and Mr. Suzuki show 
that the transaction was between JP Power and Valentia.  ABC Solar Japan KK was used by Mr. Ono of Valentia 
for its relationship with Sunpower Japan and its known reputation to deliver.  

Mr. Ono was involved in every meeting and all correspondence with JP Power.  

Even with Mr. Nishdia missing, which he is, the evidence and testimony provided by Mr. Ono will provide proof 
for Defenses 2 and 3.

Further, on June 23, 2017 the email address n@abcsolar.jp received an email from COSCO with a clue on how to 
find Mr. Nishida.   Mr. Bartz controls the email server for abcsolar.jp and it makes available direct access to the 
mail server for an adbundance of solid evidence that not only defends ABC Solar Japan KK, but prosecutes JP 
Power 100% for abandoning the solar panels at the port.
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WITNESS LIST

Mr. Takeshi Ono, Valentia.  His testimony, timelines, documents all point to Mr. Ono as the dealmaker and fully 
aware that JP Power abandoned the solar panels at the final destination, the port of Yokohama.  
Mr. Bradley Bartz, ABC Solar Japan KK.  Mr. Bartz was in Japan 142 out of 199 days (71% of his time was in 
Japan.) from April 3, 2013 (Mr. Ono’s first introduction of JP Power to ABC Solar Japan KK) to October 31, 2013 
(the day the solar panels were delivered to the final destination of the port of Yokohama.)  Further Mr. Bartz was 
in Japan operating ABC Solar Japan KK actively for 355 days out of 973 days (45% of his time was in Japan) from 
April 3, 2013 to June 17, 2015, the day ABC Solar Japan KK delivered the solar panels resold to STC and com-
pleted this solar panels transaction TWICE.

Mr. Tetsuro Nishida, ABC Solar Japan KK – we are close to finding him and must keep him on the witness list.  
The following are to be requested witnesses.  Because of the powerful testimony of Mr. Struyk the other witnesses 
are needed to establish fact and prove JP Power is to blame & most importantly they own ABC Solar Japan KK 
damages.

Mr. Zachary Struyk, Sunpower Japan President at time of transaction and now Sunpower USA.

Mr. Kenji Go, Sunpower Japan manager at time of transaction and now at different firm.  He is Japanese and I 
think the court has not shown me proper deference and I am afraid Mr. Struyk will be treated the same.   So both 
Mr. Struyk and Mr. Go should be on  the witness list.  Mr. Go can also testify to the many times he provide ABC 
Solar Japan KK with bid support on selling Sunpower Japan panels to numerous Megasolar and commercial solar 
projects.   Mr. Go is very nice and very credible. 

Mr. Ryutaro Uchiyama, President TKAO and person who introduced Mr. Ono to ABC Solar Japan KK.  Also Mr. 
Uchiyama can testify that ABC Solar Japan KK was active in the Megasolar market in Japan and that the loss of 
the Sunpower dealership damaged ABC Solar Japan’s ability to compete.    Further, Mr. Uchiyama is an expert 
witness as to the value of a Megasolar project to a solar developer like ABC Solar Japan KK.  

Mr. Makino of STC to testify about the purchase of ½ of the Sunpower solar panels and his evaluation of the 
Gifu Megasolar project he walked with the ABC Solar Japan KK and the Sunpower global solar teams.  Again, 
to establish the value of the Gifu project and damage cause to ABC Solar Japan KK by the losing the Sunpower 
Japan relationship.
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SUMMARY and OFFER FOR REPRESENTATION

TO: Tokyo Marunouchi Law Offices

RE: Take over representation and be prepared for August 4th Court hearing to schedule witnesses, add witness-
es and make a motion to dismiss based on new Sunpower Japan letter and make a motion for new judges based 
on an unbalanced and obviously prejudiced Article 17 Order.

I. Immediate payment of 2 million yen.
II. Pledge of rights to 3 million home in Chiba owned by ABC Solar Japan KK
III. 50% of winnings from our 600 million counter suit.

I honestly believe that if Tokyo Marunouchi Law Offices is announced as ABC Solar Japan KK’s new law firm it 
will make an impact on the judges and JP Power.  That is with the understanding the Tokyo Marunouchi Law 
Offices will use every available court mechanism to get our evidence submitted for the record, complain about 
the treatment of the court to your client.  (so many judges, so many hearings, just to get to an Article 17 lopsid-
ed Order is not just.)  

I honestly believe that with you standing tall telling the court that it is obvious that JP Power is bad and with the 
Sunpower letter to tell the court JP Power is responsible for killing ABC Solar Japan and should face damages. 

As Mr. Uchiyama may have told you, ABC Solar Japan KK and Bradley Bartz brought many Megasolar projects 
and ideas to TKAO to their mutual benefit.   I was a key Megasolar player until JP Power killed my business. 

I need absolute strength from the Tokyo Marunouchi Law team.  

If this how you see my future or a more appropriate path to victory, please let me know right away.  

Finally, I do like Mr. Akahane, my current lawyer, but when he told me that the court has a low budget so we 
are forced to limit our defense I knew I was in big trouble.  I learned in special education law in California that 
the institution’s budget cannot have any bearing on how you present a defense.  

You can win.

Thank you.
Bradley L. Bartz
03-4578-9370 (rings me in Los Angeles.)
b@abcsolar.jp, bartz@abcsolar.com
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In the middle of this situation I took the steps to greatly reduce the monthly cost of storing the panels 
that would eventually be delivered to STC.  The storage houses also ordered us out.  Nishida left  
tangled web.

This property is in Isumi, Chiba.  Rent is 70,000 yen a month, compared to spending over 300,000 
yen a month.  The building was empty for many years, had a well for “running” water.  No connection 
to sewer so no real toilets.  Just a port-a-potty in a fiberglass attachment to the building.  The second 
floor was a shambles.  So much so the real estate agent would not take off his shoes.

Even in its run down state they would not rent to me without a Japanese Hoshonin (Guarantor) , 
which I did not have.  I instead paid for 1 year in advance rent.

I landed in December of 2014 and started to unwind this transaction with JP Power.   

I remodeled the interior of the 2nd flooor and moved in.  Every morning the bathroom in the super-
market was my best friend.  The local bathhouse was my savior in the evenings to take a shower.  

We painted the building and put a $200 banner on the building.  

On June 16, 2015 STC finally picked-up the solar panels.  
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